


Rules:
1.  Teams will consist of 2 bowlers (Men-Women-Mixed).  Bowlers may enter as many times 
     as they like but CASH only once with the same partner.

2.  Each Team will bowl 3 games on their assigned pair of lanes.

3.  Averages:  All bowlers will enter with their highest verifiable average of the past 
     2 years (2018/19 or 2019/20) 

     Certified and Non-Cerified league including summer, or highest composite 21 game 
     average from the past 2 years.  All others will bowl scratch.

4.  Handicap:  All teams will be handicapped 80% of 440.

5.  Advanced Entry Fee:  $50.00 per team. On Site Entry Fee:  $75.00  Prize fund will be 
     paid on a 1 in 8 doubles teams.  Prize fund will be returned 100%.

6.  Bowlers who have won $600.00 or more in any single event in the past 24 months 
     (from date of the entry) or an accumulation of $1000.00 or more in the last 12 months 
     must report those winnings.  Nor Cal BC will provide a winnings report and it must be 
     filled out completely and turned in at least 1 hour prior to bowling.  Failure to comply 
     with these rules could result in disqualification from this event.

7.  Re-Rate:  All prior re-rates & re-rate refusals will apply to this tournament.  Tournament 
     organizers reserve the right to re-rate any contestant for any reason, including, but not 
     limited to, tournament results and non-certified league averages.  Any re-rate shall 
     become effective for all qualifying play occurring after date of re-rate.  

Mail Entry Forms to:
Nor Cal BC, 3443 Laguna Blvd #150

Elk Grove, CA  95758
Phone: 925-485-1855   Fax: 925-485-1858

email:  cindys@norcalbowling.com

October 2-4 & 9-11, 2020
Doubles Advanced Entry Fee:  $50.00

This Tournament Is Open to ALL Bowlers

(Doubles On Site Entry Fee:  $75.00)

Doubles Tournament
At Coconut Bowl at Wild Island

Enter as many times as you like but cash only once with the same partner.

Presents the...


